
Autumn Photo Gallery! 

Year One have been busy learning about Superheroes! 

We’ve had a lot of fun completing activities in English and 

focusing on a new sound every week. 
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We have been busy in maths! We have learned about 

adding numbers within 10 using numicon. 
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Now we are learning about 2D shapes! 
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In PE we have been learning about lifting 

equipment safely and travelling along the 

apparatus carefully. We have learned about 

moving like Super Animals and completing 

various jumps off the benches to form different 

shapes.  
        

  

 We have been on welly 

walks, where we have 

used the natural 

resources to create our 

own pictures. 
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We read the book ‘ Have You Filled A Bucket 

Today?’ Then we worked in groups to create mind 

maps about how we can be bucket fillers! 
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Year One celebrated World Mental Health Day yesterday!

 We had fun learning about our feelings, what makes us 

happy and how we can help each other! We painted rocks 

with messages and sent handmade hugs  to other class 

bubbles because we are missing them!  
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We think everyone was happy to receive handmade hugs from Year One!  

  

This week we have completed a Superhero Obstacle Course in PE. 
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As we are learning about Superheroes we thought it would be a great 

idea to create our own masks and shields! 

We are all Superheroes! 
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We thoroughly enjoyed our Superhero Immersion Day! 

We wore our capes and masks all day and completed a lot 

of superhero activities! We are having so much fun 

learning about our Superhero topic! We’ve completed 
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superhero obstacle courses, identified our own 

superpowers and created our own fact files and designed 

our ultimate Superheroes in groups! 

 

We have also been learning about people who help us and 

real life Superheroes! We were very lucky to 

interview some real life Superheroes- two very kind nurses 

who were willing to answer all our questions! 
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We have had such a fun week making poppies for 

Remembrance Day to remember those who lost their lives 

in the war. 

 

We have loved learning in our wonderful outdoor 

grounds! We’ve been on scavenger hunts, completed 
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senses walks and collected natural resources to create our 

very our Autumn pictures! 

 

  

We had such a wonderful day for Children in Need! We 

enjoyed our walk to Craig Gywladys, made Pudsey bear 

cookies and created our own Pudsey Bear masks and 

headbands! 
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We have been learning about Diwali ‘festival of light’ and 

the story of Rama and Sita. We have created our own 

Rangoli patterns out of rice and painted some Mehndi 

patterns! 
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It was also Anti-Bullying Week this week. We have 

learned all about bullying and the importance of being 

kind to our friends. Some children also wore odd socks for 

Anti-bully week! 
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We want to say and big thank you to Chloe from Road 

Safety! We thoroughly enjoyed your lesson on teams all 

about the importance of Road Safety! 
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Year One had a jammed packed week full of fun festivities! We 

enjoyed finishing our Christmas cards and decorations to put on our 

outside Christmas Tree! We made our own party hats and Christmas 

Snowmen for a delicious treat ready for our Christmas party! 
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We wore our party hats to enjoy our Christmas Dinner 

together whilst listening to some of our favourite 

Christmas songs on Thursday! 

 

Year One had a lovely time eating popcorn during our 

movie afternoon! We also got into the Christmas spirit 
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watching the pantomime online in class! The class loved 

going on a virtual train to the North Pole led by Mrs 

Jackson! 
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